
The Sixties

1960-1968

Thought Questions:

** How did American politics shift away slowly during the 1950s toward conservatism and what currents 
led to that shift that had their roots during the New Deal years of the Depression. 

** Compare this slow shift toward conservatism in the 1950s to what you are seeing throughout this 
lesson and then discuss why you will see a fractured America by the period from 1968-1980 and even to 
an extent in our nation of the present. 

I. The Introduction, Kennedy and Cuba, and the Civil Rights Movement Continues

Identifications: 

Kennedy/Nixon Debate, CIA, the Bay of Pigs Fiasco, the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Cuban Adjustment Act, 
Greensboro Sit-ins, the Freedom Rides, SNCC, the Albany Movement, James Meredith, the Birmingham 
Campaign, George Wallace, the March on Washington, Freedom Summer, and the Selma Campaign

Discussion Items—

a. What did the debates surrounding Kennedy and Nixon showcase about the strengths and weaknesses 
of the two candidates and ultimately how did JFK win? How did the Cuban Missile Crisis begin, what 
failures did it entail and how did the Kennedy administration ultimately resolve it?

b. What were the tactics used by the sit-ins, freedom riders, and the Albany Movement which would 
influence the course of the Civil Rights Movement? How did the Birmingham Campaign and Freedom 
Summer change the Civil Rights Movement? Why would LBJ become a civil rights champion and what 
would this mean for American politics moving forward?

II. LBJ’s Great Society and The Origins of the Vietnam War

Identifications: 

The Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, Medicare and Medicaid, the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act, the National Endowment for the Arts and the Humanities, the Economic 
Opportunity Act, PBS, Viet Minh, Geneva Peace Conference, ARVN, Viet Cong (VC), The Gulf of Tonkin 
Resolution and the NVA

Discussion Items—

a. What were the goals for the Great Society programs of LBJ’s administration? In what areas of 
American life did the LBJ administration pour in significant amounts of investment? What was 
controversial about LBJ’s War on Poverty measures? What would be both the positive and negative 
effects of the LBJ’s Great Society programs? 



b. From 1946-1954, how and why did the United States become more deeply involved in the conflict that 
was swirling in Vietnam? How did the situation in Vietnam deteriorate from 1954-1963 and lead to 
further US involvement in the region? Why did the situation in the War in Vietnam change in 1964 and 
what type of war would be fought by US forces thereafter— plus, what effect would this have later on 
the American public?

III. Culture and Activism and Beyond the Civil Rights Movement

Identifications: 

Counterculture, New Left, LSD, the Black Power Movement, NOI, Malcolm X, Stokely Carmichael, the 
Black Panthers, the Red Power Movement, the Chicano Movement, UFWA, NOW, and Earth Day

Discussion Questions—

a. What impact would advertising have on the growth of the counterculture in American life throughout 
the 1960s? How did American fashion change during the 1960s to more resemble our current trends? 
Why did drugs and music become intertwined with the growth of the counterculture movement?

b. What led to a more militant stance in civil rights espoused by such figures as Malcolm X and Stokely 
Carmichael? What were the ideals and philosophies of the Black Panther Party founded in 1966? How 
did a movement for Native Americans and Hispanics begin and what tactics would they borrow from the 
earlier civil rights organizations that had been created by African-Americans to tackle the issue of 
segregation? What issues were raised by the feminist protests of the late 1960s and early 1970’s? How 
did the work of Rachel Carson help begin the process of revitalizing the movement to protect the 
environment? How did the Catholic Church change during the 1960s? 

AP Classroom Assignment: 

** When you have completed the lesson for the 1960s,  we will take a well-deserved break for the Easter 
Holiday weekend and then step into AP Classroom and work on the assigned DBQ exercise for a grade. 
Remember, you must write an opening paragraph, a body paragraph and a concluding paragraph for 
evaluation in AP Classroom. The assignment will be worth three grades and will be available beginning 
this afternoon for all students to review before beginning the process of working on it for next week. 


